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Zonal-Detached-Eddy Simulation of the Flow
Around a High-Lift Configuration
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A zonal hybrid Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes large-eddy simulation (RANS/LES) approach, called zonal-
DES, used to handle a two-dimensional high-lift configuration with deployed slat and flap is presented. This method
allows to reduce significantly the cost of an accurate numerical prediction of the unsteady flow around wings com-
pared to a complete LES. Some issues concerning grid generation as well as the use of zonal-detached-eddy
simulation for a multi-element airfoil are discussed. The basic planar grid has 250,000 points and the finest span-
wise grid has 31 points with ∆z/c = 0.002. The effort is geared toward detailed comparison of the numerical results
with the Europiv2 experimental particle image velocimetry data including both mean and fluctuating properties
of the velocity field (Arnott, A., Neitzke, K. P., Agocs, J., Sammer, G., Schneider, G., and Schroeder, A., “Detailed
Characterisation Using PIV of the Flow Around an Aerofoil in High Lift Configuration,” EUROPIV2 Workshop on
Particle Image Velocimetry, Springer, Berlin, 2003). The results also provide an insight into the real unsteady nature
of the flow around a three-element airfoil that cannot be reproduced by classical RANS models. The current calcu-
lation displays extremely complex flow dynamics in the slat and flap coves like the ejection process through the gaps
of several vortices issued from the impingement of the free shear layers on the lower walls of the different elements.

Introduction

D URING the past few years, the ability to design efficient wings
in transonic flight conditions has been mainly influenced by

the increased capability and reliability of computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) codes in predicting these flows. As a result, wings
loading in transonic cruise flight conditions have been enlarged and
are now associated with increasing demands on the design of the
high-lift system to retain or even increase the same takeoff and
landing performance, climb rate, and community noise. (See, for
example, discussions in the papers by Woodward and Lean1 and
Thibert et al.2) To achieve this goal, a comprehensive understand-
ing of the flow physics is needed to optimize the high-lift systems.
Therefore, research activities have been intensified in the last few
years including both numerical and experimental efforts.

Indeed, the flow over a multi-element airfoil is inherently complex
and exhibits a wide range of physical phenomena including large
low-speed areas with the possibility of limited supersonic areas on
front elements, strong pressure gradients, unsteady flow regions,
three-dimensional effects, and confluence of boundary layers and
wakes. Each of the aforementioned topics is a very challenging is-
sue for numerical simulation and needs to be addressed by advanced
modeling methods, which are necessary to explore and enhance the
performance of the high-lift system. Therefore, Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) methods have been the focus of most of the
past research papers on this topic including two-dimensional3−5 and
three-dimensional steady calculations.6−8 In particular, stall mecha-
nisms and Reynolds and Mach number effects, as well as sweep ef-
fects, have been studied. The three-dimensional steady calculations
concerned mainly the analysis of the flap-side edge flowfield,9−11

flow control device investigations,12,13 wind-tunnel effects,14 and
complete aircraft configurations.15 An extensive review of compu-
tational capabilities for the simulation of high-lift wing flows was
recently conducted by Rumsey and Ying.16 The authors concluded
that an important area of improvement required for the prediction
of high-lift system aerodynamics includes unsteady effects. This
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need is becoming increasingly important because environmental
concerns require substantial reductions in noise and emissions.

More precisely, the aerodynamic noise generated by high-lift de-
vices such as slat and flaps of large airliners is an important con-
tributor to the total radiated airframe noise especially in approach
and landing configurations. The problem of airframe noise is of
outstanding importance due to the huge growth in aircraft noise
regulations around airports and the continued efforts in reducing
engine noise. This important and pressing issue has lead to the de-
velopment of computational aeroacoustics which aims at directly
resolving the propagation of sound waves all the way toward the far-
field receivers. Advanced turbulence modeling simulations can give
sufficiently accurate prediction of the near-field flow, which permits
reasonably accurate prediction of noise using the acoustic analogy-
based methods. To this end, large eddy simulation (LES) offers inter-
esting prospects to simulate the fluctuating pressure field, but a com-
plete LES of a wing with deployed flap and slat is still well beyond
the capability of today computers. Hence, there has been consider-
able interest in RANS/LES approaches concerning unsteady simu-
lations on local elements rather than the complete deployed configu-
ration and especially around the slat. For instance, extensive studies
of the unsteady flow in the slat cove area17,18 and in the vicinity of the
blunt trailing edge19 have been performed by Khorrami et al. thanks
to unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) calcula-
tions. However, they have found it necessary17 to switch-off the
model effects in the slat cove region to restore the rolled-up vortices
in the shear layer because the fully turbulent computations were
much too diffusive. From this point of view, their calculation can
be considered as a zonal RANS/LES approach. Terracol et al.20 be-
came interested in a local three-dimensional unsteady simulation
thanks to a zonal RANS/LES approach based on the nonlinear dis-
turbance equations developed by Labourasse and Sagaut.21 They
observed important differences concerning the mean flowfield in
the slat cove between steady computations and zonal RANS/LES.
An additional zonal LES-laminar computations has been performed
by Ben Khelil22 on the same geometry as that used by Terracol et
al. The LES region is limited to the slat region. Here again, a direct
validation of the near-field predictions was not possible due to a lack
of experimental data for this high-lift configuration. A more detailed
comparison has nevertheless been performed by Roux et al.23 These
authors became interested in the slat cove area flowfield and selected
the configuration corresponding to the the experimental setup of the
Europiv1 project.24 Here again, they used a zonal very large-eddy
simulation approach based on a k–ε renormalization group model
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because they modified the model to lower the eddy viscosity in the
slat cove area. The main features of the experimental flowfield were
recovered by the simulation even if the size of the primary recir-
culation bubble was slightly overestimated in the simulation. The
status of unsteady three-dimensional RANS/LES calculations for
high-lift devices is that very few complete configurations have been
calculated.25 To try to get a better understanding of the flowfield,
the scope of this paper is limited to a two-dimensional geometry,
which was tested experimentally in the Airbus Bremen Low Speed
Wind Tunnel.

The objective of the current study is twofold: 1) to assess the
capability of a zonal detached-eddy simulation (DES) method to
handle a complete high-lift configuration with deployed slat and
flap and 2) to carry out detailed comparisons of numerical results
with the Europiv2 experimental data.26

Numerical Method
General Description

The solver FLU3M code has been developed by ONERA. It solves
the Navier–Stokes equations on multiblock structured grids. The
computational domain is divided by blocks; each block is com-
posed of structured hexahedral cells. The Navier–Stokes equations
are discretized using a second-order accurate upwind finite volume
scheme and a cell-centered discretization. The Euler fluxes are dis-
cretized by a modified AUSM+(P) upwind scheme, which is fully
described in Ref. 27.

Unsteady (global time step) and three-dimensional Navier–
Stokes simulations are highly CPU demanding. Explicit schemes are
not efficient enough for this purpose, and implicit schemes are re-
quired. Time discretization is based on second-order accurate Gear’s
formulation and has been introduced by Péchier.28 Moreover, the im-
plicit formulation results in the inversion of a large sparse matrix
system. The lower–upper factorization simplifies the inversion of
the latter implicit system. Further details concerning the numerical
method and implementation of turbulence models may be found in
Refs. 29 and 30.

This numerical method is the same as that already used to perform
LES of the flow around a two-dimensional wing profile in near-stall
conditions,27 as well as around a low-pressure turbine blade,31 and
has also been successfully used to compute LES of the flow over
a cavity at high Reynolds number32 and to compute zonal-DES of
transonic buffet over a supercritical airfoil.33

Zonal-DES
New industrial needs in aerodynamics concern, for example, the

control of noise as well as the capability to predict dynamic loads so
that the simulation of three-dimensional unsteady turbulent flows
is required. Traditionally, high-Reynolds-number separated flows
have been predicted by solving the URANS equations. This ap-
proach can be successfully used in cases where flow is forced to be
unsteady because of unsteady boundary conditions (such as body
motion) for example, in a flowfield characterized by a large-scale
separation between the unsteadiness of the mean field and the turbu-
lent motion. Nevertheless, it seems to be generally accepted that the
accurate prediction of massive separation is beyond the capabilities
of classical URANS approaches. This comes mainly from the fact
that dominant eddies in massively separated flows are highly ge-
ometry dependent and have not much in common with the standard
eddies of the thin shear flows classical RANS turbulence models are
designed to model. As a result, performing Reynolds averaging over
the entire spectrum of eddies and trying to include those geometric-
sensitive eddies is questionable. To the author’s knowledge, URANS
does not have a rational theoretical background. As an example, the
recent paper of Travin et al.34 is particularly intriguing. The authors
presented a slight modification of the k−ω model that preserves
the RANS logic, for example, the turbulence model is not tuned to
the grid spacing. They obtained solutions with LES-like behavior in
several flows including homogeneous isotropic turbulence, an air-
foil in stall conditions, and a cylinder. These results illustrate the
lack of consensus regarding unsteady statistical approaches.

On the other hand, the potential accuracy of LES is generally well
acknowledged. In practical engineering problems, the high cost of
LES comes from the resolution required in the boundary layers,
which dramatically raises the range of scales beyond affordability.
For instance, Spalart et al.35 reported an estimate that, for a wing,
LES will have to wait until the year 2045, even assuming that wall
modeling has been achieved.

To close the gap between RANS and LES, the development of
hybrid RANS/LES approaches has received increasing attention
among turbulence modeling researchers, CFD code developers, and
industrial CFD engineers.36−40 The motivation is to combine the
best features of the RANS approach with those of the LES ones. In-
deed, RANS generally predicts attached flow very well with a low
computational cost, whereas LES can predict massively separated
flows more accurately. A broader review on strategies in turbulence
modeling is given by Spalart in Ref. 41.

Among hybrid strategies, the approach that has probably drawn
most attention is the DES, which was proposed by Spalart et al.35 in
1997. This method has given encouraging results for a wide range of
flow exhibiting massive separation42−46 and has since gone through
various stages of refinement. The reader is referred to Spalart47 and
Squires48 for current status and perspectives in DES.

One of the objective of this study is to assess the capability of a
zonal-DES method to simulate the complex flowfield encountered
on a high-lift device with deployed slat and flap. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, a brief review of the standard DES model is first
given before explaining the motivations to give zonal features to
this model.

The DES model was originally based on the Spalart–Allmaras
(SA) RANS model that solves a one-equation turbulence model for
the eddy viscosity ν̃ :
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The eddy viscosity is defined as

µt = ρν̃ fv1 = ρνt , fv1 = χ3
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)

, χ = ν̃/ν
(2)

To ensure that ν̃ equals κyuτ in the log layer, in the buffer layer,
and viscous sublayer, a damping function fv1 is defined as

fv1 = χ3
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)

(3)

with χ = ν̃/ν. The vorticity magnitude S is modified such that
S̃ maintains its log-layer behavior, S̃ = uτ /κy:
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which is accomplished with the help of the functions

fv2 = 1 − χ/(1 + χ fv1) (5)

To obtain faster decaying behavior of the destruction in the outer
region of the boundary layer, a function fw is used:

fw(g) = g

[ (
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w3

)

(
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w3

)

] 1
6

g = r + cw2(r
6 − r), r = ν̃

S̃κ2d2
(6)

where g acts as a limiter that prevents large values of fw . Both r and
fw are equal to 1 in the log layer and decrease in the outer region.
Constants of the model are

cb1 = 0.1355, cb2 = 0.622, σ = 2
3 , κ = 0.41

cw1 = cb1/κ
2 + (1 + cb2)/σ, cw2 = 0.3

cw3 = 2, cv1 = 7.1 (7)
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For the current research, the transition terms were turned off, and
we refer to the original papers49,50 for further details on the constants
and the quantities involved.

What is important here is that the model is provided with a de-
struction term for the eddy viscosity that contains d, the distance
to the closest wall. This term when balanced with the production
term, adjusts the eddy viscosity to scale with local deformation rate
S̃ producing an eddy viscosity given by

ν̃ ∼ S̃d2 (8)

Following these arguments, Spalart et al.35 suggested to replace d
with a new length d̃ given by

d̃ = min(d, CDES�) (9)

where � = max(�x , �y, �z) is the computational mesh size. The
use of the maximum grid extension is physically justified because it
controls which wavelengths can be resolved and the eddy-viscosity
level. More precisely, in the attached boundary layer, due to the sig-
nificant grid anisotropy (�x ≈ �z � �y) typical of this flow region,
in accordance with Eq. (9), d̃ = d, and the model reduces to the stan-
dard SA RANS model. Otherwise, once a field point is far enough
from walls (d > CDES�), the length scale of the model performs as
a subgrid-scale version of the SA model.

Although encouraging results were obtained over a wide range
of configurations, weaknesses of DES were discovered. Especially,
the gray zone in which the model needs to convert from fully mod-
eled turbulence (attached boundary layer) to mostly resolved turbu-
lence (massive separation) was recognized as potentially delicate.
This situation happens when the switching to LES mode occurs
inside the boundary layer, for example, when the grid brings the
d̃ = CDES� branch of Eq. (9) to intrude the boundary layer. The
result is a weakened eddy viscosity, but not weak enough to al-
low LES eddies to form, which yields lower Reynolds stress levels
compared to those provided by the RANS model. Note that this
issue was already addressed in the original paper presenting the
method by Spalart et al.35 As a result, the separation lines moves
too far forward leading to a “Grid-Induced-Separation (GIS).”38 The
region corresponding to d ≈ � is called “grey-zone” of DES35,51

because it is not clear what exactly happens in this region. For
example, Nikitin et al.52 used DES as a wall-layer model in cal-
culations of plane channel flow with different grids exploring a
wide range of Reynolds number (180 ≤ Reτ ≤ 8000). Their calcu-
lations showed some promising results because the turbulence in
the outer layer was sustained even in the grid areas not particu-
larly refined [(�+

x )max ≈ 8000]. Nevertheless, the skin-friction co-
efficient was underpredicted by approximately 15% in most cases.
More recently, Piomelli et al.53 studied more deeply this interme-
diate blending region within the DES approach. They performed
LES of the flow in a plane channel at high Reynolds number by
varying the location and extent of this blending layer. Their study
shows that the DES buffer layer is characterized by very long eddies,
with unphysical long timescales. Improvements were obtained by
reducing the value of CDES to bring the outer-flow eddies closer to
the wall.

Efforts have been done to try to overcome the GIS drawback but
with moderate success. Notice from Eq. (9) that the location of the
gray area depends both on the definition of the DES length scale
and on CDES. To keep the original value CDES = 0.65 calibrated on
isotropic turbulence, Caruelle and Ducros54 introduced a second
constant CDES2 only used for selecting the switch position so that
d̃ = CDES� only if d > CDES2�. The modified distance d̃ is, there-
fore, discontinuous. This approach is, nevertheless, difficult to use
in an predictive industrial context. An alternate proposal has been
suggested by Forsythe et al.55 based on a function of d and CDES�
that overshoots CDES� when they are nearly equal. More precisely,
the authors modified the DES length scale according to the equation
d̃ = min{CDES max[n2(�/d)CDES�, �], d} where n is the ratio of
the new RANS/LES interface height to the original height. In other
words, the parameter n indicates by how much d̃ is allowed to ex-
ceed CDES�. The authors used the value n = 3 to push the gray area

outside of the boundary layer. These proposals have to be viewed
as a partial solution because further refinement will defeat them.
The gray area needs careful monitoring, but novel approaches are
emerging.38,47,56

For complex geometries, the design of the DES grid appears to
be a dilemma for the user. On one hand, the RANS part of the
simulation requires a near-wall grid spacing in the tangential direc-
tion that is larger than the boundary-layer thickness at that location
to avoid GIS. On the other hand, there is no reason why a DES
calculation should accept a coarser grid than an LES calculation.
Especially, an LES grid is locally refined in all directions because
strongly anisotropic grids are inefficient.57 As a result, the grid is
also refined in regions not intended to be handled by LES. This
situation is practically unavoidable in structured grids where refine-
ment is required in some region of high geometric curvature or in
the presence of thick boundary layers. Note that both features are
encountered on a high-lift device.

This dilemma has motivated the development of the zonal-DES
approach,58 where fully attached boundary-layer regions are treated
in RANS mode regardless of the grid resolution. That means that,
following the example of RANS/LES coupling methods, the user
has to define the RANS and LES zones. The interest of this approach
is that the user can focus grid refinement on regions of interest only,
for example, LES regions, without corrupting the boundary-layer
properties farther upstream or downstream. In addition, the use of
special gridding strategies such as patching methods is straightfor-
ward. This explicit character of the splitting of the flow zones differs
from other RANS/LES coupling because no turbulent fluctuations
are reconstructed at the interface22,59−61 between RANS and LES
in the present work. As a consequence, the zonal-DES approach is
well adapted to handle separated flows in which strong instabilities
are rapidly developing, thus overwhelming the turbulence inherited
from upstream boundary layers.

The computational grid has then to be carefully designed. For
example, in the LES region, for example, outside boundary layers,
the grid is designed to obtain nearly cubic grid cells to use the cube
root � = (�x�y�z)

1/3 as filter-width for LES. This simple modi-
fication decreases drastically the level of predicted eddy viscosity
because this latter value is proportional to the square of the filter
width �. We also made the choice to remove the near-wall func-
tions in LES mode formulation (also see Breuer et al.62):

fv1 = 1, fv2 = 0, fw = 1 (10)

This choice also avoids that the damping functions of the RANS
model interpret the low-eddy-viscosity levels typical of resolved
LES regions as closeness to the wall with corresponding fast
nonlinear drop of subgrid viscosity. (See Guénot63 for a compar-
ison of several DES implementations.) An alternative proposal that
prevents activation of the low Reynolds terms in LES mode has been
made by Shur et al.64 by introducing a threshold function based on
the ratio νt/ν.

Europiv2 High-Lift Tests
This study concerns a three-element airfoil that was tested in the

Low Speed Wind Tunnel of Airbus Bremen (Germany) within the
framework of the EUROPIV2 Project G4RD-CT-2000-00190 and
used as a test case in the DESider European Project AST-CT-2003-
502842. The experimental results presented here were reported by
Arnott et al.26 (See also Neitzke.65) Descriptions of the experimental
apparatus and procedures are described in those publications. One
of the goal of this experimental study was to investigate the flow
over slat/wing/flap model in high-lift configuration.

The model is based on an RA16SC1 two-dimensional profile
whose geometry is given Fig. 1. The slat and flap angles were set
at one position with deflection angles of 30 and 40 deg, respec-
tively. The reference chord is equal to c = 0.5 m. The tests were per-
formed using a wind-tunnel freestream speed of U∞ = 54 m · s−1 in
atmospheric conditions. The Reynolds number based on freestream
velocity and the chord length of the main wing is equal to 1.7 × 106.
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Fig. 1 RA16SC1 model and rake locations.

Data obtained from these investigations consisted of static pres-
sure distribution and a full set of particle image velocimetry (PIV)
data. The PIV tests were grouped into four camera arrangements to
investigate the flowfield around the high-lift element. In this work,
all streamwise location references will be made using the unstowed
coordinates and abscissas are normalized by the chord length of the
main wing.

Results and Discussion
Grids

Following the example of LES, the grid generation constitutes an
important issue in DES because the grid extension controls which
wavelengths can be resolved as well as the eddy-viscosity level. As
often encountered with complex three-dimensional unsteady com-
putations, our grid design has followed an evolutionary path thanks
to initial RANS calculations. The focus regions in the present study
are the slat and flap coves, as well as the wake downstream of the
main element.

A well-designed grid topology allows one to minimize the num-
ber of total grid points while achieving the proper mesh distribution
and maintaining the desired level of accuracy in the focus regions.
Therefore, the structured multiblock mesh is based on a C–O–H-type
topology. The basic two-dimensional grid in the (x–y) plane is di-
vided into 15 blocks leading to a total number of 250,000 nodes.
The far-field conditions are imposed at 20–30 times the chord length
away from the profile. Furthermore, the resolution of boundary lay-
ers is of primary importance for high-lift flow computation. The first
point off a wall has y+ of less then 2 (at worst).

The design of a DES grid around a two-dimensional airfoil re-
quires the specification of two main grid parameters. The first
one is the grid extension �z in the spanwise direction, and the
second one concerns the global span size of the computational
domain Lz = Nz × �z , where Nz is the number of planes in the
spanwise direction. To evaluate the effect of grid refinement, two
three-dimensional grids have been built by duplicating the two-
dimensional grids in the spanwise direction. The grid extension
�z is chosen constant (e.g., uniformly distributed in the homoge-
neous direction) to have �x ≈ �z in the “LES-region” following
Spalart’s recommendations.57 The retained values are, respectively,
100 · �z/c = 0.2 for grid 1 and 100 · �z/c = 0.3 for grid 2. Figure 2
presents grid details in the vicinity of the slat cove as well as over
the flap.

The spanwise grid can then be obtained by simple duplication
of the basic grid. Therefore, the mesh size can become prohibitive
because this dense resolution must be kept in the far field and in the
wake with a structured solver. In the framework of the LESFOIL
project, Mary and Sagaut27 (also see Ref. 31) developed a two/three-
dimensional coupling method to optimize the cell distribution. The
main idea is related to the specificity of external flows around an
infinite span body which consists in the existence of a large zone
where the flow is two dimensional. Indeed, three-dimensional com-
putations can be limited to a zone close to the airfoil where the flow
is turbulent, whereas two-dimensional simulations are performed
in the far field (except in the wake). This strategy does not affect
the accuracy of the simulation as long as the two/three-dimensional

a) Slat

b) Flap

Fig. 2 Grid details (grid 1).

interface is located in regions where the flow is two dimensional.
Hence, the zonal topology used for the present DES computations
is presented Fig. 3, which shows the two- and three-dimensional
domains. This strategy allows to save 2 × 106 nodes leading to a to-
tal number of Nxyz = 5.5 × 106 nodes (instead of Nxyz = 7.5 × 106).
In addition, the normalized spanwise width of the grid is equal to
100 · Lz/c = 6 for grid 1 and 100 · Lz/c = 9 for grid 2. Paterson and
Peltier66 (also see Ref. 67) also used a spanwise variation of grid
resolution in RANS and DES regions, whereas Khorrami et al.68

used nonconforming zonal interfaces in the basic two-dimensional
grid.
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Fig. 3 Grid topology and zonal-DES.

Computational Description
For high-lift devices (HLD) computations, the capture of the slat

wake and its downstream evolution is of primary importance. The
key role played on the C Lmax evolutions by the merging of the
slat wake with the main body boundary layer was pointed out by
several authors, and a good estimation of this phenomenon by the
numerical methods is of primary importance.69−71 Surprisingly, this
aspect only received little attention in the literature of RANS/LES
computations, which mainly focused on the slat area.

The computation of this wake in LES mode, as well as its evolu-
tion downstream of the slat trailing edge, would require extremely
fine grids and significant mesh clustering all along the upper side
of the main element. In addition, the mixing of this wake with the
boundary layer of the main element would dramatically raise the
range of scales, and correlatively the CPU cost, beyond affordabil-
ity. Therefore, the focus regions in the current study are limited to
the slat and flap coves, as well as to the flowfield over the flap.
The mixing of the slat wake with the boundary layer is explicitely
treated in RANS mode as shown Fig. 3. Note that the zonal ap-
proach based on physical arguments was advocated and pursued by
Khorrami et al.17 These authors argued that the energy-containing,
large-scale coherent structures in the cove region are predominantly
responsible for the far-field noise.

Although, a significant portion of the flow over the slat upper sur-
face may have been laminar, in practice because no transition was set
in the experiment,1 all of the present computations were performed
assuming fully turbulent boundary layers over all three elements.
For more discussion on transitional effect issues on high-lift con-
figurations, see for example Refs. 5 and 72. The computations and
postprocessing of the results are based on nondimensionalized flow
quantities. The average procedure is performed both in time and in
the homogeneous spanwise direction during the calculation. Zonal-
DES calculations are carried out in three steps. First a RANS cal-
culation provides an initial flow solution. After the transient phase,
the real unsteady calculation to collect statistics begins.

The CPU cost per cell and per inner iteration is less than
1 µs. The simulations are performed on a single processor of an
NEC-SX6 supercomputer, and the code is running approximatively
at 4 × 109 floating-point operations per second. The time step is fixed
to �tCFD = 0.2 µs, for example, �t̃ = �tCFDU∞/c = 2.2 × 10−5

with four Newton inner iterations yielding a maximum Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy number based on acoustic velocity (U + a) equal
to 4 located in the attached boundary layers.

The presence of tunnel walls does affect the recirculation and,
thus, loading on the leading-edge slat. To match the mean slat load-
ing, the way we use the CFD calculation is an adaptation of the
angle of attack to the suction peak at the main wing and slat. This
adaptation is performed thanks to preliminary RANS calculations.
Results presented in this paper were obtained with a 9-deg angle of
attack (compared to 12 deg for the experiment), which was found
to yield the best match with the pressure distribution on the main

Fig. 4 Pressure coefficient around the airfoil.

wing. This methodology has also been used by Khorrami et al.19

and is commonly used for HLD calculations.
Therefore, in Fig. 4 a comparison to the experiment of the av-

eraged pressure coefficient on each element is shown. First notice
that, at this angle of attack, the main element carries the highest
loads. Both RANS and zonal-DES compare favorably with experi-
ment except on the flap. Indeed, the suction peak on the flap is not
well reproduced by calculations. The presence of laminar bubbles,
which are usually associated with high peak suction and steep ad-
verse pressure gradient, is not taken into account. The flowfield over
the flap will be investigated next.

Flow over the Slat
Instantaneous Flowfield

It is desirable to study the slat flow first because its effect is
convected all of the way downstream. The flowfield over the slat is
not well understood and is difficult to predict.

The turbulent structures are exhibited showing a positive isovalue
of the criterion Q (Ref. 73). It defines as vortex tubes the regions
where the second invariant of velocity gradient tensor Q is positive:

Q = 1

2
(	i j	i j − Si j Si j ) = −1

2

∂ui

∂x j

∂u j

∂xi
> 0 (11)

where Si j and 	i j are the symmetric and antisymmetric components
of ∇u, respectively.

Figure 5 shows a positive value of the Q criterion colored by the
transvere velocity component. Figure 5 clearly illustrates the rollup
of two-dimensional eddies in the free shear layer that progressively
become three dimensional when they impact the lower side of the
slat. More precisely, after experiencing severe distorsion at the reat-
tachment point, some large and strong vortex are entrapped in the
cove. The coherent vortical structures in the shear layer have also
been observed in PIV results of Takeda et al.74 In addition, Fig. 5
shows a snapshot of the Q criterion in the vicinity of the slat trail-
ing edge and shows the ejection process through the gap of several
vortices, but there is no direct impingement of these eddies on the
leading edge of the main element. These observations corroborate
the PIV measurements of different teams in North America75,76 and
in Europe.1,74

Let us recall that zonal-DES relies on a single set of model equa-
tions and a continous treatment at the RANS/LES interface. The
decrease of eddy viscosity farther away from solid walls allows
three-dimensional eddies to develop rapidly (like Kelvin-Helmoltz
instability in low-convective Mach number free shear layers) but no
turbulent fluctuations are explicitly reconstructed at the RANS/LES
interface. These eddies are then advected through the gap and affect
the flow over the main wing as discussed later.
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Fig. 5 Description of the instantaneous flowfield in the slat area
(zonal-DES grid 1).

Averaged Flowfield
Computed and experimentally statistical-averaged velocity mag-

nitude are compared to the experiment in Fig. 6. The time-averaged
velocity magnitude contours near the leading-edge slat clearly dis-
plays the acceleration of the local flow through the gap as well as the
recirculation zone. This low-speed recirculation area on the suction
side of the slat is bounded by the mixing layer that develops in the
shear layer. The flow acceleration through the slat/wing gap is par-
ticularly prominent. The development of the slat wake and gap flow
is also evidenced. It is observed that the mean velocity fields ob-
tained by zonal-DES are in fair agreement with experiment, showing
that the dynamics in the slat cove is accurately predicted. One can
notice only small differences between RANS and zonal-DES in the
vicinity of the slat wake.

Figure 7 then shows a comparison to experiment of the predicted
streamlines around the slat and clearly shows the large separation
on the lower surface of the slat and the point of reattachment. The
flow is attached at the upper surface trailing edge of both the main
airfoil and the flap. In addition, the size of the separation is well
reproduced for both RANS and zonal-DES.

To get a more detailed comparison of numerical results with ex-
perimental data, Fig. 8 shows the velocity profile for a rake located
in the slat cove. The rake locations are given Fig. 1. The streamwise
coordinates in percent chord of the main wing are also given. Ex-
perimental profiles are extracted from PIV maps. Note also that, in
Fig. 8 and subsequently, d/c refers to the local wall-normal distance
normalized by the reference length. All velocity profiles presented
are velocity magnitudes normalized by the freestream velocity.

This profile (rake 0) shows a significant velocity gradient between
the cove and the outer flow. Notice that the center of the recircu-
lation bubble located near d/c ≈ 0.04 (defined by U ≈ 0) is well
reproduced for both RANS and zonal-DES. The boundary of the
shear layer near d/c ≈ 0.1 (defined by the maximum of U ) is also
well located, especially by the zonal-DES calculations. Only some

a) RANS SA

b) Zonal-DES (grid 1)

c) Zonal-DES (grid 2)

Fig. 6 Comparison of magnitude of velocity in slat area: - - - -, experi-
mental and ——, computed.

minor differences concerning the velocity inside the trapped bubble
are depicted.

The velocity component fluctuations profiles are then plotted in
Fig. 9. Indeed, the flow in the slat cove is unsteady because the
path of the shear layer wanders both in time and space. Figure 9a
shows a comparison to the experiment of the rms fluctuation of
the steamwise component of velocity. These levels remain nearly
constant at urms/U∞ ≈ 6% within the bubble. Twice as high rms
levels are encountered for the vertical velocity component (Fig. 9b).
Minor differences are observed between the two grids.

Of interest is the level of fluctuations of tranverse velocity com-
ponent (Fig. 9c). The highest levels, wrms/U∞ ≈ 9%, are obtained in
the vicinity of the slat lower surface. This result can be interpreted
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a) Europiv2

b) SA

c) Zonal-DES (grid 1)

d) Zonal-DES (grid 2)

Fig. 7 Averaged streamlines in the slat cove area.

Fig. 8 Velocity profiles, rake 0.

in connection with Fig. 5. Indeed, this Fig. 9c shows the highly
three-dimensional flow structures in the slat cove where the flow
reverses.

The turbulent kinetic energy kuv was estimated using two com-
ponents of the fluctuating flowfield, although this is not equivalent
to the true kinetic energy (TKE). Notice the experimental nonzero
turbulence level outside of the bubble compared to the calculation.
The highest levels are obtained in the shear layer at d/c ≈ 0.04. The
calculations underestimate this level because (

√
kuv/U∞)max ≈ 10%

for the calculation, whereas (
√

kuv/U∞)max ≈ 12% for the experi-
ment. Such levels of fluctuation highlight the unsteady behavior of
the flow and not only the turbulence itself. However, the freestream
turbulence level cannot be reproduced by the SA turbulence model
without further additional modeling assumptions. The level of TKE
remains important in the whole recirculation bubble, whereas from
the numerical side, the level of fluctuations decreases in the bubble
to reach a minimum (

√
kuv/U∞)min ≈ 6% before increasing again in

the vicinity of the lower surface. This last increase is due to the reat-

tachment process, which produces large velocity fluctuations. These
numerical results corroborates recent findings of Jenkins et al.76

These authors reported PIV images of TKE inside the bubble of the
30P30N airfoil. They observed that the highest levels are located
in the shear layer and in the vicinity of the lower surface near the
reattachment, but much lower levels were obtained between these
two boundaries. Indeed these authors obtained

√
TKE/U∞ ≈ 7% in

the center of the bubble.

Flow over the Main Element
Upper Side

Computed and experimentally statistical-averaged velocity mag-
nitude around the main wing are compared to experiment in Fig. 10.
The time-averaged velocity magnitude contours near the leading-
edge flap displays the acceleration of the local flow through the gap,
as well as the recirculation zone. Important stages such as merging
of the slat wake and the main element boundary layer are shown.
Notice that the spreading of the separating shear layer from the flap
cove lip is more pronounced with the RANS computation than with
zonal-DES.

Figure 11a allows one to compare the flow acceleration through
the slat/wing gap to the experiment. The computed slat–wake width
and deficit is evidenced. The flow scale at the trailing edge is so
small that the accuracy of the measurements is affected by the spa-
tial resolution of the PIV window. Arnott et al.26 indicate that the
accuracy ε/c in the (x–y) coordinates of the vectors is 10−3. The
height of the slat blunted trailing edge is equal to h/c = 3 × 10−3.
RANS and zonal-DES are both in good agreement with the exper-
iment, only small variations being observed on the flow maximum
acceleration through the gap.

The merging between the slat wake and the main wing boundary
layer is evidenced in Fig. 11b. Recall that this merging is in most
cases the driving phenomenon for the maximum lift coefficient.
Therefore, the zonal-DES approach allows one to model the physics
of the mean flow and, in addition, to access the characteristics of
the fluctuating flowfield.

Figure 11c then shows the velocity profile at the main wing trail-
ing edge (rake 3). The agreement of the slat wake and merging
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a) urms/U∞

b) vrms/U∞

c) wrms/U∞

d)
√

kuv/U∞

Fig. 9 Velocity fluctuations profiles, rake 0.

a) RANS SA b) Zonal-DES (grid 1)

c) Zonal-DES (grid 2)

Fig. 10 Comparison of magnitude of velocity on wing: - - - -, experimental and ——, computed.
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a) Rake 1

b) Rake 2

c) Rake 3

Fig. 11 Velocity profiles on wing: - - - -, experimental and ——,
computed.

region for the RANS calculation is much poorer because the layer
adjacent to the wall shows an underestimation of the velocity magni-
tude compared to experiment. This is certainly because the present
calculations do not take into account the boundary-layer develop-
ment along the wind-tunnel sidewalls. The better agreement with
experiment of the zonal-DES calculation is likely because the cal-
culation takes into account the unsteady flow originating from the
slat (Fig. 5) because the upper side of the main element is treated
in URANS mode. This result is in accordance with Fig. 4 showing
that computations present an underestimation of the peak velocity
at the flap leading edge, which induces an underestimation of the
flow velocity at the leading edge. Theses differences may also be

Fig. 12 One isosurface of Q criterion colored by u-component velocity.

Fig. 13 Isosurface of Q criterion colored by transversal velocity (zonal-
DES grid 1).

linked to the possible transitions on upstream elements that are not
taken into account. In other words, the boundary layer that leaves the
slat or on the wing is probably too thick in the calculation. Indeed,
Rumsey et al.4 introduced a subset of transition locations for a two-
dimensional three-element airfoil configuration to demonstrate the
importance of accurately modeling the transition process. They used
three turbulence models, SA, k−ω shear stress transport and k−ω
explicit algebraic Reynolds stress model (EARSM), which yielded
very similar results. The authors concluded that the poor wake pre-
dictions cannot be attributed only to the turbulence model but also
have to be attributed in part to deficiencies in transition prediction
on the generating element.

Flap Cove
The flap cove flow has many similar features to the leading-edge

slat flow, and the current computation displays extremely complex
flow dynamics in the flap cove. Figure 12 shows the separating
shear layer from the flap cove lip that rapidly becomes unstable,
rolls up into large coherent vortices, and impinges the flap cove
wall. Figure 12 reveals the three-dimensional unsteady nature of the
flow inside the flap cove. The vortices that do escape through the gap
are severely deformed and stretched by the accelerating local flow
so that they become mainly longitudinal eddies. These observations
corroborate the PIV measurements of other experimental teams (see
Takeda et al.77). Therefore, the flow in the flap cove can influence
the flow through the wing/flap gap, which in turn may affect the
flow over the flap. The small-scale vortex shedding occurring at the
trailing edge of the main element can also be seen.

Flow over the Flap
Instantaneous and Averaged Flowfield

The turbulent structures in Fig. 13 shows the merging and turning
effects of the wakes. Important stages such as rollup and formation of
discrete vortices can be detected. For example, at the main element
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a) Europiv2

b) Zonal-DES (grid 1)

Fig. 14 Averaged streamlines over the flap.

trailing edge, a shear layer evolves, that rolls up downstream. It
is emphasized that the shear layer is self-exciting and no external
forcing is used.

The experimental averaged streamlines (Fig. 14) exhibit a re-
circulating flow over the rear half-part of the flap, which is not
reproduced by the present calculations (though the instantaneous
snapshot shown in Fig. 13 presents a thin reverse flow region). This
important discrepancy between experiment and zonal-DES is dis-
cussed further in the following paragraphs.

In Fig. 15, we focus on the wake of the main element and its de-
velopment over the flap. The flow acceleration through the wing/flap
gap is shown Fig. 15a. The velocity profile through the gap is slightly
underpredicted by the RANS calculation but the wake width and
deficit of the main airfoil is predicted fairly well by the zonal-DES.
At the flap trailing edge, the experimental flow exhibits a separated
boundary-layer profile. The extent of the computed region of re-
versed flow is thinner than experiment (Fig. 15b).

To investigate the flow through the gap, the velocity component
fluctuations profiles for rake 4 are given Fig. 16. The rms fluctu-
ation of the streamwise component of velocity is compared to the
experiment in Fig. 16a. The highest levels near d/c ≈ 0.016 are re-
lated to the small-scale vortex shedding occurring at the blunted
trailing edge of the main element. The corresponding experimental
peak value of urms/U∞ ≈ 17% corroborates with earlier hot-wire
measurements of Porcheron and Thibert78 on the same profile. The
second maximum near d/c ≈ 0.025 is partly associated to the un-

a) Rake 4

b) Rake 5

Fig. 15 Comparison of magnitude of velocity on flap: - - - -, experimen-
tal and ——, computed.

steadiness of boundary layer over the main element and to the wake
of the slat. This second peak in underestimated by our zonal-DES
approach because the upper side of the main element is explicitely
treated in URANS mode.

Lower rms levels are encountered for the vertical velocity com-
ponent (Fig. 16b) but the calculation overestimates the levels en-
countered in the trailing-edge wake of the main element.

The level of fluctuation of tranverse velocity component is given
Fig. 16c. Minor differences are observed between the two grids on
the maximum level of wrms/U∞ ≈ 10% occurring in wake. How-
ever, the effect of the spanwise grid extension �z seems to be more
important to evaluate the unsteadiness of the flow through the gap.
Indeed, Fig. 12 revealed that the vortices that do escape through the
gap are severely deformed by the accelerating local flow in such
a way they become mainly longitudinal eddies. The spanwise grid
extension �z , therefore, has to be small enough to be able to capture
these thin elongated eddies. Also note that the flow through the gap
is unsteady and three-dimensional and that these features can not be
reproduced by classical steady RANS calculations.

The TKE kuv estimated using two components of the fluctuating
flowfield is shown Fig. 16d. Similar comments to those for urms/U∞
can be made. The kinetic energy peak is well predicted by zonal-
DES, but the spreading of this peak is a bit too wide. This comes
partly from the fact that the calculation is too dissipative.

Discussion
It has been observed experimentally that a separation occurs over

the flap at about 50% of its chord lengthe26 and a recirculation flow
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a) urms/U∞

b) vrms/U∞

c) wrms/U∞

d)
√

kuv/U∞

Fig. 16 Velocity fluctuations profiles (rake 4).

exists over the rear half of the flap. Nevertheless, it was found exper-
imentally that separation and flow recirculation over the flap indeed
occurred, although the phenomenon was intermittent. Arnott et al.26

report two instantaneous PIV maps of the flow over the flap taken
with a time interval of 2

3 s. In the first, the high-velocity flow through
the wing/flap gap remains fully attached over the flap, whereas in
the second, a strong separation has occurred. It was found in this
experiment65 that over the flap the peak values of Cp are nearly
independent from the angle of attack. No clear separation can be
shown from the experimental pressure coefficient distribution (see
Fig. 4). Cp distributions were not recorded during PIV measurement
because the wing was covered with black foil to avoid reflections
from the PIV laser, and this black foil covered the pressure holes.26

From the numerical side, Le Balleur and Neron79 computed
the same RA16SC1 HLD in similar conditions, for example,
δslat = 30 deg, δflap = −40 deg, Rec = 1.8 × 106, and α = 16 deg,
to those used in this study with a viscous–inviscid solver associated
to a two-equation turbulence model. They observed, depending on
the initialization of the calculation, a realistic nonuniqueness of the
separated flow solutions located either over the flap or in thick wake
of the main element.

Also remember the work of Rumsey et al.,80 who evaluated the
effect of taking into account mounting hardware. In their study,
brackets were included in unstructured-grid computation and were
found to reduce the lift levels near maximum lift by 2–3%. In addi-
tion, deviations in the streamlines at high-lift conditions caused by
the flap bracket as well as the boundary-layer development along the
wind tunnel sidewalls can affect the two-dimensional character of

the flap midspan flow. The authors concluded that faithful modeling
of all surrounding walls and mounting hardware may be necessary.

These aspects and especially the explanation of the occurrence of
separation over the flap need to be studied further in the future.

Conclusions
The numerical simulation of the unsteady flowfield around a

whole high-lift element with deployed slat and flap is a problem of
oustanding importance but is a very difficult and challenging case
for DES because it presents thick boundary layers. Such a com-
plex simulation has been possible thanks to the use of a zonal-DES
method, allowing to reduce the cost of the simulation by limiting
the extent of the DES zones while maintaining the desired level of
accuracy in (U)RANS and focus regions. With this approach, the
grid refinement is focused on regions of interest, for example, LES
regions, without corrupting the boundary-layer properties farther
upstream or downstream. Especially, the merging of the slat wake
with the main body boundary layer is treated in RANS mode.

The effort is geared toward detailed validation of the flow in the
slat and flap coves and downstream of the main element. There-
fore, note that acquisition of experimental PIV data such as those
performed in the EUROPIV2 project is of greatly help to validate
hybrid RANS/LES methods and thus to improve the CFD methods
that are used to design such high-lift systems. The statistical fields of
velocity are generally well reproduced in the slat cove, including the
mean velocity contours, the size of the recirculating bubble, as well
as rms levels of the velocity fluctuations. Nevertheless, the levels of
kinetic energy inside the separated area are underestimated.
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Minor differences are observed on the mean field concerning
the main element boundary layer between steady RANS and zonal-
DES. The suction peak on the flap is not well reproduced by calcula-
tions, whereas the Cp value at the trailing edge compares favorably
with experiment. Although no separation over the flap is clearly
evidenced from the experimental pressure coefficient distribution,
PIV data show a separated area over the flap that is recovered nei-
ther by RANS nor by zonal-DES. The occurrence of this separation
remains unclear because Cp distributions were not recorded during
PIV measurement. In an attempt to resolve this significant discrep-
ancy, future work will focus on sidewall effects of the wind tunnel.

The present calculations provide an insight into the unsteady na-
ture of the flow around a three-element airfoil that cannot be re-
produced by classical steady RANS calculations. In the slat cove,
important stages such as rollup and formation of discrete vortices are
depicted. After experiencing severe distorsion at the reattachment
point, some large and strong vortices are entrapped, whereas several
vortices are ejected through the gap. Therefore, the slat wake inher-
its some structures from the cove, but they are highly stretched by
the flow acceleration. Furthermore, the calculations revealed com-
plex flow dynamics inside the flap cove. The separating shear layer
from the flap cove lip rapidly becomes unstable, rolls up into large
coherent vortices, and impinges the flap cove wall. Analogous to the
slat region, the vortices that do escape through the gap are severely
deformed by the accelerating local flow and mainly turned into lon-
gitudinal eddies. Therefore, the flow in the flap cove can influence
the flow through the wing/flap gap, which in turn may affect the flow
over the flap. The flow states are inherently related to one another,
and the unsteady analysis of these flow features that are associated
to aerodynamic noise emission will be a continuation of the present
work.
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